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Abstract
In this paper we study the existence of nontrivial solutions for the following system of two coupled semilinear Poisson equations: where is a bounded domain in R 2 with smooth boundary @ , and the functions f and g have the maximal growth which allow us to treat problem (S) variationally in the Sobolev space H 1 0 ( ). We consider the case with nonlinearities in the critical growth range suggested by the so-called Trudinger-Moser inequality.
Introduction
There has been recently a good amount of work on Hamiltonian systems of second order involving elliptic equations de ned in subsets of R N ; N 3, see for example 6, 7, 8] . In this paper we study some classes of such systems, when the equations are de ned in bounded subsets of R 2 . Limitations on the growth of the nonlinearities vary substantially when we come to dimension two. As it is well known, in dimensions N 3 the nonlinearities are required to have polynomial growth at in nity, so that one can de ne associated functionals in Sobolev spaces. Coming to dimension two, much faster growth is allowed for the nonlinearity. In fact exponential growth can be handled, and the Trudinger-Moser estimates in N = 2 replaces the Sobolev imbedding theorem used in N 3.
Research partially supported by CNPq, PRONEX-MCT/Brazil and Millennium Institute for the Global Advancement of Brazilian Mathematics -IM-AGIMB The case of a single semilinear elliptic equation in bounded subsets of R 2 has been investigated by several authors, see for example 2, 5, 4] . It has been observed that criticality in dimension two is connected with the imbedding of H 1 0 ( ) in an Orlicz space L when (t) = e t 2 ? 1, see 1, 9] . This is analogous to the phenomena of criticality in dimension N 3 when it occurs at the value of p (namely p = 2 ) such that the continuous imbedding of H 1 0 ( ) into L p ; p > 1 fails to be compact.
Our aim in this paper is then to establish the existence of solutions for the following class of elliptic system 
where the functions F and G are the primitives of f and g, respectively. The norm of u 2 H 1 0 ( ) is given by kuk := ( R j ru j 2 dx) 1=2 . The norm of an element z = (u; v) in E is de ned by kzk := (kuk 2 + kvk 2 ) 1=2 .
Although System (1) above is a special case of a general Hamiltonian system, it already contains the basic di culties of the general case. Namely, the associated functional I, given in (2), is strongly inde nite, and the nonlinearities f; g treated in the present paper can have critical growth, see the de nition below. We believe that once we know how to overcome these di culties in this special case, more general cases can be treated by the same techniques.
Here we assume the following conditions: e t 2 = +1; 8 < 0 : (4) In the case of critical growth, we say that 0 is the critical exponent of g. (5) 3. In the critical case, we shall need a more precise estimate, namely, given > 0, there is a positive constant C such that f(t) ; g(t) C e ( 0 + )t 2 ; 8t 0:
4. Hypothesis (H 5 ) implies that f and g are critical with critical exponent 0 .
Abstract Framework
As mentioned in the introduction, the nonlinearities f and g are allowed to have the maximal growth which allows to treat the problem by variational methods in H 1 0 ( ). This growth is given by the so-called Trudinger-Moser inequality, which says: (TM-3) Let fu n g H 1 0 ( ) with ku n k 1 and u n * u, and let < 4 . Then, for a subsequence, R e u 2 n ! R e u 2 , see P.L. Lions 10] (adapting the proof of Th. 1.6, p.197).
We now consider the functional I given in (2). Since we are interested in positive solutions we de ne f and g to be zero on (?1; 0]. Under our assumptions we have i) I is well-de ned, since by Consequently, critical points of the functional I are precisely the weak solutions of (1).
The Geometry of the Linking Theorem
We use the following notations: Proof. From (H 2 ), for given 0 > 0, there exists r 0 > 0 such that f(t) 2 0 t and g(t) 2 0 t; for all t r 0 :
On the other hand, it follows from (5) that, for a given q > 2, there exists a constant C 1 > 0 such that F(t) C 1 t q exp( t 2 ) and G(t) C 1 t q exp( t 2 ); for all t r 0 :
From these two estimates we get F(t) 0 t 2 + C 1 t q exp( t 2 ) and G(t) 0 t 2 + C 1 t q exp( t 2 ); for all t 0; Therefore, we can nd ; > 0, su ciently small, such that I(u; u) > 0, for kuk = .
Let y 2 H 1 0 ( ) be a xed nonnegative function with kyk = 1 and Q y = fr(y; y) + w : w 2 E ? ; kwk R 0 and 0 r R 1 g: Lemma 2.2 There exist positive constants R 0 ; R 1 , which depend on y, such that I(z) 0 for all z 2 @Q y . Proof. Notice that the boundary @Q y of the set Q y is taken in the space R(y; y) E ? , and consists of three parts. On these parts the functional I is estimated as follows: So, the geometry of the linking theorem holds. 
On Palais-Smale Sequences
We now rely on the following inequality whose proof is given in Lemma 2. 
By using inequality (13) Hence, the Lemma is proved.
Finite Dimensional Problem
Since the functional I is strongly inde nite and de ned in an in nite dimensional space, no suitable linking theorem is available. We therefore approximate problem (1) with a sequence of nite dimensional problems (a Galerkin approximation procedure).
Associated with the eigenvalues 0 < 1 < H n;y = R(y; y) E n ; H + n;y = R(y; y) E + n ; H ? n;y = R(y; y) E ? n ;
Furthermore, de ne the class of mappings ? n;y = fh 2 C(Q n;y ; H n;y ) : h(z) = z on @Q n;y g and set c n;y = inf h2?n;y max z2Qn;y I(h(z)):
Using an intersection theorem (see Proposition 5.9 in 12]), we have h(Q n;y ) \ (@B \ E + ) 6 = ;; 8 h 2 ? n;y ; which in combination with Lemma 2.1 implies that c n;y > 0: On the other hand, an upper bound for the mini-max level c n;y can be obtained as follows. Since the identity mapping Id : Q n;y ! H n;y belongs to ? n;y , we have for z = r(y; y) + (u; ?u) 2 Q n;y that I(z) = r 2 R j ry j 2 dx ? R j ru j 2 dx ? R F(ry + u) + G(ry ? u)]dx R 2 1 : Therefore we have 0 < c n;y R 2 1 . We remark that the upper bound does not depend of n, but it depends on y.
Let us denote by I n;y the functional I restricted to the nite dimensional subspace H n;y . So, in view of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we see that the geometry of a linking theorem holds for the functional I n;y . Therefore, applying the linking theorem for I n;y (see Theorem 5.3 in 12]), we obtain a (PS)-sequence, which is bounded in view of Proposition 2.3. Finally, using the fact that H n;y is a nite dimensional space, we get the main result of this section: Proposition 2.5 For each n 2 N and for each y 2 E, a xed nonnegative function with kyk = 1, the functional I n;y , has a critical point at level c n;y . More precisely, there is a z n;y 2 H n;y such that I n;y (z n;y ) = c n;y 2 ; R 2 1 ] ; (I n;y ) 0 (z n;y ) = 0: Furthermore, kz n;y k C where C does not depend of n.
3 Subcritical Case -Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we assume that g has subcritical growth (see de nition in (3)).
Let y 2 E be a xed nonnegative function with kyk = 1. Applying Proposition 2.5, we have a sequence z n;y 2 H n;y bounded in E and such that I n;y (z n;y ) = c n;y 2 ; R 2 1 ]; (16) (I n;y ) 0 (z n;y ) = 0; (17) z n;y := (u n;y ; v n;y ) * (u o ; v o ) in E; in the strong sense. Finally, it only remains to prove that u o and v o are nontrivial. Assume by contradiction that u o 0. This implies that v o 0. Since g has subcritical growth, we see that for all > 0 there exists C > 0 such that g(t) C e t 2 ; 8t 2 R:
Now, using H older inequality we get j Z g(v n;y )u n;y dx j C j u n;y j L q 0 j e v 2 n;y j L q e C j u n;y j L q 0 ;
since by the Trudinger-Moser inequality (TM-2) we have j e v 2 n;y j q L q = Z e qv 2 n;y dx C ;
indeed, we can take and q such that q kv n;y k 2 4 . Now it follows from (17) that Z j ru n;y j 2 dx = Z g(v n;y )u n;y dx e C j u n;y j L q 0 ;
and so we conclude that u n;y ! 0 strongly in H 1 0 ( ), because u n;y ! 0 in L q 0 ( ). This implies that lim n!+1 Z ru n;y rv n;y dx = 0:
Then we obtain by (17) 
Observe that in this conclusion we have used the fact that R x2 :un;y(x) t 0 F(u n;y )dx ! 0. Finally, using (26) and (27) we see that c n;y ! 0 which is a contradiction to (16). Consequently, we have a nontrivial critical point of I, and thereby conclude the proof of the Theorem 1.1.
4 Critical Case -Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we assume that f and g have critical growth (see de nition in (4)).
Let d be the inner radius of , that is, it is the radius of the largest open ball contained in . So B d (x 0 ) for some x 0 2 . We may assume that x 0 = 0.
We start by introducing the following concentrating functions y k (x) = ! k (x=d); k 2 N where
(log k) 1=2 ; j x j 1=k log 1 jxj (log k) 1=2 ; 1=k j x j 1 0; j x j 1:
We also consider the sets Q n;k := Q n;y k = fr(y k ; y k ) + w : w 2 E ? n ; kwk R and 0 r R 1 g
Next we assume the following result, which will be proved later. 
Setting u n = (4 = 0 ? ) 1=2 u n =ku n k, and using inequality (13) for > 0 su ciently small and n su ciently large. It follows that there is a subsequence of (u n ) or (v n ) (without loss of generality assume it is (v n )) such that kv n k (4 = 0 ? =2) 1=2 :
Thus, using (6) So, for all xed k, there exists n ! 0 as n ! 1 and n;k = n;k (y k ; y k ) + (u n;k ; ?u n;k ) 2 Q n;k such that I( n;k ) 4 = 0 ? n : Let h : 0; 1) ! R ; h(t) := I(t n;k ); as h(0) = 0 and lim t!+1 h(t) = ?1, there exists a maximum point t n;k with I(t n;k ) 4 = 0 ? n . We may assume that n;k is this point, and thus I 0 ( n;k ) n;k = 0. Let us write in detail I( n;k ) 4 = 0 ? n and I 0 ( n;k ) n;k = 0: 2 n;k ? Z jru n;k j 2 ? Z F( n;k y k + u n;k ) + G( n;k y k ? u n;k )] 4 = 0 ? n ; (43) 2 n;k ? Z jru n;k j 2 = Z f( n;k y k + u n;k )( n;k y k + u n;k ) + g( n;k y k ? u n;k )( n;k y k ? u n;k )]: (44) So, given " > 0, there exists R " such that tf(t); tg(t) ( 0 ? ")e 0 t 2 for all t R " :
Next, choosing k su ciently large such that n;k ( 1 2 log k) 1=2 R " , we get that max f n;k y k + u n;k ; n;k y k ? u n;k g R " for all x 2 B d=k (0). So, on B d=k (0 This contradicts (45), since > 0 is arbitrary.
